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Colorado Circles of Support and Accountability supports the development of local circles to help high-risk parolees and probationers reintegrate into the community and cease committing new sex offenses. Our commitment is to assist local sites with community education and volunteer recruitment, to offer consistent and effective volunteer training by CoSA experts, and to collect data that will ensure CoSA program integrity as demonstrated by reduced recidivism and safer communities.



It doesn’t matter how tough an inmate is when he or she is inside, for many of them there will come a moment when the prison bus stops, the door opens, and they are alone on the street for the first time in what may have been years. All too often the only person meeting them will be a dealer selling temporary oblivion in the form of drugs, alcohol, or sex, and even if they know that saying yes represents a quick trip back to humiliation, and probably jail, it might be the only option they see. But what if there were another option, available to them right then and there? The 72 Hour Fund, part of Doing HIS Time Prison Ministry (DHT), offers immediate support to former inmates during the first critical days and nights after their release. That support may be purely practical: a backpack loaded with hygiene necessities, or help getting a birth certificate, or it may be emotional—the gift of knowing they aren’t alone, and that others believe in their success. According to Chris, the Operations Manager of DHT, the transition from being inside to being back on the street is almost always traumatic, especially for those who have no support network on the outside. And Chris should know, as he went through this transition, himself. Twenty of his 30 years inside were spent as a chaplain’s clerk, a position he filled in four different facilities. While he was working in that capacity at Limon he met Jim Vogelzang, a volunteer with Prison Fellowship Ministries who was doing 3day seminars at the prison. A friendship was formed, Jim and his wife helped Chris complete both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree while in prison, and a few years later Jim Vogelzang formed Doing HIS Time. When Chris was released he stepped into the job of Operations Manager of DHT. Now, among other things, Chris works with DOC Parole and Probation, going into Colorado prisons to teach reentry. He meets with up to 100 inmates at a different prison every month, all of whom will be
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Dianna’s Desk Hello Friends, When the Lifetime Supervision of Sex Offenders Act was passed in Colorado in 1998 it created a new and different type of sentencing that was only applicable to sex offenses. Individuals who have committed a sex offense and are sentenced in the typical manner are given a determinate sentence, meaning there is a mandatory release date. Those sentenced under the 1998 Act receive an indeterminate sentence, so called because they have no determined, mandatory release date, and could conceivably be held in prison for the rest of their lives. Although they are given a set number of years until their first parole eligibility, to be paroled they must pass established criteria (some of which do not depend on their own efforts) while in prison, which makes the exit date unknown. A substantial number of offenders under this law are past their set numbers.



getting out within the next 90 days, to familiarize them with what is (and what isn’t) available to them. In that way DHT has the potential to reach many of the 800-plus soon-to-be released men and women every month, and introduce them to the reentry assistance provided by DHT and the 72 Hour Fund. In addition to these meetings there are 72 Hour Fund posters in every prison with contact information so that the just-released individuals can go to the DHT office in Wheatridge and receive transitional help. Parole Officers, familiar with DHT’s work, also send their parolees to the Wheatridge office. Once there they have access to the 72 Hour Fund clothes closet, where they can get an entire wardrobe. They are also given bus tokens, job counseling, and hands-on assistance with documentation they will need as they reintegrate into the community: identification cards, birth certificates, and driver’s licenses. If they need help with other necessities, such as housing and employment, a DHT staff member will refer them to a Parole Transition Specialist for information and orientation essential to their success. Another important aspect of the DHT mission is its transportation ministry, BarnA-Bus. There are two statistics that help motivate the Barn-A-Bus ministry: one, a study showing that 90% of marriages end during the first year of a spouse’s incarceration, and another, done by the University of Minnesota, showing a significant drop in recidivism for those prisoners who are regularly visited by their families, and then released to family. A further benefit of transporting family and friends to Colorado prisons is in providing the visitors with an instant community of people who know first hand what it is like to have a loved one who is incarcerated. The sometimes long bus rides provide opportunity for sharing and building relationships. Barn-ABus transported 1,200 families to prison visits in 2015, and has the capacity to take 1,800 more. As Chris says, “Not only do we want to keep families together, but this helps the inmates, when they are released, transition into a home that’s not full of strangers.” Barn-A-Bus’s schedule is revised from time to time. Please call their office at 303300-3670 to reserve seats. Other information, including a link for donations, can be found on the DHT website: www.doinghistime.org.



3 This type of sentencing has directly impacted CoSA core members because all of them are indeterminate. Upfront this impacts our work in two major ways. 1) Before they are released the offenders must meet state criteria, which include completing therapy inside the prison and having a trained support person. Our circles have been approved to fill the support person requirement for those who are high risk and do not have anyone willing to accept this role. (Individuals with indeterminate sentences have remained in prison past their set number of years because of a lack of a support person). 2) Due to the Act, our current 18 core members who we help re-enter the community will be on parole for 10 to 20 years, a daunting prospect and one we help them face. The Colorado Legislature has required that an annual report be submitted every November addressing the impact of the Act. Two significant findings that impact CoSA and Parole are first, that the number of individuals with indeterminate sentences is significantly growing both in prison and out on parole. The number is growing in prison



Focus on Jobs for CoSA Core Members Tips for a Successful Interview by Sharon N., HR Director Job interviews can be intimidating, even for the most seasoned applicant. What should you say, what should you do, and what should you avoid? It’s hard to know exactly what employers are looking for, and that can be frustrating when you are doing your best to find work. The first thing to understand is that employers not only need to fill a role, they often need to find the right ‘fit.’ As of the date of this article, the unemployment rate in Colorado is 3.5%, which is just slightly below the national average of 5.0%. Why is this important? It means that employers are finding fewer applicants to fill needed roles, and it increases the odds that you will get an interview – if you follow a few simple tips. 1.   Make yourself stand out. A cover letter can be even more important than a resume or application. This is your opportunity to sell yourself. A resume outlines your work experience, but a cover letter tells the employer who you are. No matter the job, make sure you have some type of cover letter, even if it’s just one paragraph, which highlights who you are. Think about the things you are good at. Try to avoid catchall phrases like ‘team player’ and ‘detail oriented’ and instead provide specifics. For example, instead of saying you are a team player, you should describe a time that you were part of a group and carried your weight for the betterment of the group. If you don’t have specific work examples, you can use examples from a school setting or another time that you were part of a group. 2.   Review your resume/application and cover letter for typos and consistency. Be prepared to talk about gaps in your work history. Employers often look for ‘job-hoppers,’ and may ask about gaps in your work history. However, employers cannot ask questions intended to illicit personal details about you (for example, age, race, disability status, religion, etc.). Employers can only legally ask you questions that are relevant to the knowledge, skills and abilities needed to perform the job. If you are asked about a gap in employment during the time you were jailed, acknowledge that you made a mistake for which you spent some time in jail, and that you have made all reparations and have moved forward. You do not have to describe the nature of your conviction, however it most likely will appear on your background check. [Editor’s note: In some cases, your Parole/Probation Officer may require an early disclosure to potential employers, depending on the nature of the job and conditions of your parole or probation.] 3.   Read the application carefully and always answer honestly. Felonies and other criminal records always appear on a background check, and it is best to be up front about your criminal record. If you aren’t, that can be grounds for immediate termination if you falsify or lie on your application for employment. Be honest, admit you made a mistake, have paid your dues and moved on. Focus on how you can be an asset to the company and don’t dwell on past mistakes. Felony convictions aren’t necessarily an automatic



4 because of the need to pass criteria, and on parole because in the last four years these offenders have begun to be paroled, but the length of their parole is such that none has been completed. For CoSA this means we need more circles to provide our high-risk parolees services that are beyond the scope of Parole. Secondly, last year saw 155 releases and 50 revocations of parole. In other words, completing parole is extremely difficult. However, in our two years of having circles, none of the CoSA core members have had their parole revoked or have committed a new crime. All of our core members on parole have housing, jobs, hobbies, and one has a new approved girlfriend. The entire report is at https://www.courts.state.c o.us/userfiles/file/Adminis tration/Probation/Lifetim eReport/2015_Lifetime_S upervision_Annual_Repor t.pdf The opinions expressed in this newsletter are the authors’ alone, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Colorado Circles of Support and Accountability (COCoSA) or any employee thereof. COCoSA is grateful for the generosity of its volunteers, authors, and contributors, but not responsible for the accuracy of the information. they supply.



disqualifier for a job. Often, it depends on the type of conviction and how recent it was. For example, a person with a conviction for theft in the recent past (most background checks review criminal convictions from the past 710 years), may not be considered for a role as a bank teller; however, could potentially be considered for another type of job where there would be no access to money. Don’t let your conviction intimidate you or lower your confidence. 4.   Do some research on the company. Employers expect applicants to understand a little bit about their business and to show an interest in what they do. 5.   Always dress professionally for an interview, no matter the role. This will always impress employers, and for some jobs it can be a deal breaker. Don’t just be on time for the interview, get there at least 5-10 minutes early. Don’t overdo the jewelry, perfume/cologne and avoid low cut tops/short skirts (for women) make sure to be well groomed (men, this means get a haircut and trim the facial hair). Finally, maintain a positive outlook. You will find something, but it may take some time. Most often, employers want more than just a warm body to fill a position. They invest time and money into training new employees and want to see a return on that investment. That is why it is important to sell yourself and help the employer understand who you are, and why they should select you for employment. You can also do further research on successful interviewing skills at your local library. Good luck!



What’s Up With Training Previous issues of Inside the Circle have described training events that COCoSA staff and volunteers have attended, but we haven’t covered the training CoSA provides for all prospective circle volunteers and interested outsiders. Our efforts are built on volunteers, and the training and background check are required for all CoSA participants. This training is now also targeting people who are designated support persons of soon-to-be-released parolees and current probationers. These are family members and friends who wish to become familiar with the overwhelming amount of information necessary to support their loved one, as well as to learn how to connect to others in similar circumstances. We have found that bringing these folks into the CoSA community provides them with an important personal resource in addition to helping them interact effectively with parole, probation, and therapy. COCoSA training materials have been compiled over the years from many sources to address
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Spotlight Like many college students, Tanya Ahamed took what she thought was a temporary diversion from her chosen career path and ended up on a completely different road. She thought she would be a social worker who specialized in international development. But while attending college in Fort Collins she began working in a women’s shelter that housed victims of domestic and sexual abuse, and realized that she was the type of person who, finding something wrong, wants to fix it. When she was ready for an internship she decided to go for something completely outside her field of international development— something that would give her a different perspective—something like working with a sex offender unit to understand the cycle of domestic and sexual abuse from the viewpoint of the perpetrator. During the course of that internship Tanya was matched with a parole officer who mentored and advised her, and she became aware of the



amazing potential



requirements set by the Advisory Board. Our handbook is based on one created by Robin Wilson (among those who started the first Circle) and his Canadian cohorts. In addition to training materials it includes sample forms such as core member needs assessments, safety plans, and readiness checklists. Other materials are derived from training presentations given by experts on CoSA’s Advisory Committee and Board of Directors, treatment providers, and staff from the Colorado Department of Corrections. We also incorporate topics and materials from the SOTMP family support training so that CoSA training can be accepted as an alternative to the SOTMP training. This is helpful in offering more options to families, as well as providing additional information. Over the years we have refined our materials to present the most up-to-date and relevant information, and are currently in the process of making the training more interactive. We have found that the circle we create in training replicates the circles that will be formed with core members and volunteers. One activity asks trainees questions like “What do you do when something really good has happened?” or “What do you do when you are struggling with a decision? How do you know when to ask for help?” Discussion around such questions leads us to understand how critical the support from our own, self-created circles is, and how isolated our core member may be without his or her COSA. Our training curriculum looks like this: •   The Philosophical and Research Basis for CoSA •   Overview of the Colorado Criminal Justice System •   Overview of Police/Community Concerns (Public Notification/the Sex Offender Registry) •   Understanding Human Sexuality and Sexual Deviancy •   Crime Cycles, Relapse Prevention, Safety Plans & Therapeutic Issues •   Understanding the Effects of Long-Term Institutionalization •   The Victim/Survivor Perspective and Community Safety Concerns •   Group Dynamics/Active Listening/Motivational Interviewing •   Personal Boundaries/Self-Care Because we have shortened the training from two full days to one evening session and one full day, some of the above topics are assigned as homework readings from the COCoSA handbook. We view the CoSA training as a continuous work in progress—always looking for ways to improve it.



Attention Job Seekers: One of our site coordinators, Glenice Martinez, regularly posts a list of current job openings at SO/felon-friendly businesses in and around Denver. A job posting does not represent an endorsement of any employer, and she cannot guarantee the accuracy of any listing. If you are interested in receiving her emails please contact her at [email protected], and put “please include me in the hiring events” in the subject line.



6 amazing potential that existed in each of the men she worked with. She recognized something that most of them didn’t, and that was who they wanted to be, and more, who they could be. She also discovered that her philosophy was strongly aligned with that of RSA, Inc., a Denver area treatment provider, so Tanya ended up, happily, as a provider who specializes in sex offense-specific treatment.



Call for Volunteers for Probation and Parole Circles



I think the bottom line is that all providers are really facilitating what the clients are doing for themselves. I know that treatment is hard, the change process is hard, but what I see when a client is committed and ready, is amazing. When I first started working for RSA I asked one of the guys, “Why does treatment matter to you?” He said, “Because I found the man I was supposed to be in the first place.” I also see that the support system these guys have for each other makes the journey infinitely lighter—so does support from groups like CoSA. The circles help not just with reentry basics, but with emotional support. It’s good to have support from the outside, especially when it’s the system—treatment and parole or probation—that they need help dealing with.



Upcoming events



Please contact any of the following site coordinators if you or someone you know would like to volunteer. NAME COUNTY EMAIL Glenice M. Adams/Jeffco [email protected] James K. Boulder [email protected] Vicki M. Boulder [email protected] Steve H. Denver [email protected] Mary H. Denver [email protected] Emily F. Denver [email protected] Lynn L. El Paso [email protected] Chere M. Ft. Collins [email protected] Jeanne L. Mesa [email protected] Tammy P. Weld [email protected] Cheryl C. Weld [email protected]



January 5th or 19th – Colorado Juvenile Defender Center, free walk-in legal clinic for adults or juveniles seeking to expunge only juvenile records or petition off the sex offender registry if registration is only due to a juvenile sex offense adjudication, from 4-6 pm, CJDC, 2062 Stout St., Denver, 80205 January 6th - Colorado COSA Board Meeting, 11:00 am—1:00 pm, (every 1st Wed.), Uncommon Solutions, conference room, 6530 S Yosemite St #204, Englewood, CO 80111. January 14th – Colorado CoSA Advisory Committee (every other month, 2nd Thurs.), 10:00-12:00, 700 Kipling, 1st Floor Conf. Rm., Lakewood, 80215. January 16th (Greeley) or January 30th (Castle Rock) – Free legal clinics by the Colorado Criminal Defense Institute to seal/expunge records and apply to get off the registry; eligibility to petition for relief in both adult and juvenile cases will be preliminarily assessed at the clinics and clients eligible for relief will later be appointed free pro bono attorneys, 10 am-2 pm, Public Defender Office, 822 7th St. Suite 300, Greeley or Elk Crossing 1161 S. Perry St. Suite 200, Castle Rock. January 22nd & 23rd - COCoSA Volunteer/Support People Training, 6-9 pm Friday and 9 am - 4 pm Saturday. Must attend both days. 1532 Emerson, Denver. Let Steve know if you are attending - [email protected] COCoSA Volunteer/Support People Trainings are being planned for January and/or February in both Colorado Springs and Grand Junction. Please contact Lynn for Colorado Springs - [email protected] or Jeanne for Grand Junction [email protected] January 27th – Colorado CURE State Chapter Meeting (addressing criminal justice reform), 7:00-8:30, Daniels Building, 101 Monroe St., Denver
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